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We present a grasping strategy for complex shapes via the collective entangle-3

ment of and by an array of actuated filaments. The basic unit of this array is4

a slender hollow elastomeric filament that is pneumatically actuated to form5

a highly curved structure. The multiple self and mutual contact interactions6

between the filaments and the object create a randomly tangled spatial assem-7

blage that enables a soft conformable grasp. We realize this using a gripper en-8

abled by a new fabrication method to create inexpensive and modular arrays9

of fluidically actuated elastomeric filaments. We demonstrate that a collective10

of highly compliant filamentous actuators is capable of a soft, adaptable grasp11

across a range of loads that vary in size, shape, and geometric and topological12

complexity without any feedback. A theoretical framework for the collective13

mechanics of filaments in contact with complex objects allows us to explain our14

experimental findings, while a phase diagram characterizes the design space15

in terms of the properties of the gripper and the target. Overall, our grasp-16

ing approach adapts to the mechanical, geometric, and topological complexity17

of target objects via an uncontrolled, spatially distributed, and heterogeneous18

scheme without perception or planning, in sharp contrast with current deter-19

ministic feedback-driven robotic grasping methods.20
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Grasping an object securely typically requires some knowledge of its size, shape, and21

mechanical properties. This is done, seemingly without effort, by elephants whose trunks22

can pick up a peanut or uproot a tree within their reach, or orangutans whose combination of23

reaching and grasping allows them to brachiate rapidly in a complex arboreal environment. In24

the engineered world of robotic grasping, inspired primarily by the remarkable dexterity of the25

human hand, much work has focused on understanding the mechanics, dynamics, and control of26

grippers as they interact with target objects (1, 2). One common approach is to study how the27

form and stiffness of the grasper (relative to that of the target) determines the number (topology),28

shape (geometry), and magnitude (mechanics) of contacts and associated stresses, while also29

improving the sensing of the target (3, 4). This has led to a hand-centric design paradigm (2)30

where robotic grippers take the form of an articulated set of locally-controlled rigid links, while31

also relying on an opto-motor feedback loop linking perception, planning, and action to achieve32

a grasping goal. Modern rigid grippers show great promise with many controllable degrees of33

freedom and embedded sensors (5–9), but can present challenges for grasp planning and control34

in the presence of uncertainty, or with complex target geometries (10, 11).35

More recently, the introduction of compliant elements and under-actuated control into36

otherwise-rigid fingers provides a form of mechanical intelligence that drastically reduces the37

planning and control requirements for successful grasping. These graspers are exemplified38

by having a small number of degrees of freedom associated with the distal portions and a39

series of proximal joints that are soft and can thus allow increased adaptability of contact40

configurations with the target (12–16). This concept of strategic compliance is further extended41

in fully-soft robotic digits, utilizing soft materials throughout the entire digit structure to enable42

digits to conform to a wider variety of objects (17–23). Fully soft graspers circumvent precise43

feedback control and instead rely on mechanical deformation at multiple scales, both distally44

and proximally. Devolving some of the mechanical complexity of a grasping task to morphology45

and passive mechanics and dynamics leads to conformable contact that, even in the absence of46

feedback, is adaptable and robust to a range of variations in the target shape, size, and properties,47

and robust to damage in soft, passive, end-effectors (24–26). However, this still leaves open48

the question of how to grasp objects that are geometrically and topologically complex, and49

mechanically heterogeneous, e.g. plants, produce, fragile marine fauna, or many human-made50
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devices.51

Here, we leverage the topological, geometrical, and mechanical flexibility afforded by52

slender pneumatically actuated filaments to realize a grasping strategy capable of adapting to53

the topological, geometric, and mechanical complexity of a range of target objects even in54

the absence of perception, planning, or feedback control. In this way, our grasping strategy55

resembles that of tentaculate entangling predator behavior of many medusae, siphonophorae, and56

ctenophorae (27). The basic building block of this strategy is a slender elastomeric filament with57

an eccentric hole running axially (sealed at one end). Filaments are made using a dip-coating58

technique (28). These filaments are similar to, but much larger than, recently developed micro-59

tentacles (29), and also operate in a manner similar to plant tendrils (30) and robotic mimics60

thereof (31), but are much faster owing to the rapidity of pneumatic actuation relative to growth61

or shrinkage driven tendrils and tendril-bots. Our dip molding methods (see SI for details) allow62

for cheap, easy, and uniform construction of large arrays of actuators with a high aspect ratio (up63

to 200:1) for compliance, sufficient length for intertwining and engaging with target objects, and64

a sufficiently high actuation bandwidth for grasping tasks. The configuration shown in Figure 1a65

and used in the experiments below uses 12 300mm long filaments distributed in a 50mm diameter66

circle and connected to a single pressure source, but this design can easily be modified (see67

Supplemental Information-SI- for further details). When an individual filament is pneumatically68

or hydraulically actuated, it bends because of the eccentricity of the hole, as shown in Fig. 1b.69

This enables an individual filament to hang straight down under ambient pressure, form a slight70

curve and approach nearby filaments at low pressures, and then snap into a high curvature state71

to form soft distributed contact zones either with a target object, itself or other filaments as it72

reaches its operational pressure, as shown in Fig. 1c . The operating pressure can be tuned via73

fabrication methods described by Becker et al. and is set to 25psi (172 kPa) in this work.74

For a single filament of radius r, length l, hole radius r, hole eccentricity ǫr, ǫ ∈ [0, 1], elastic75

modulus E, in an array with a characteristic spacing d, actuated by a pressure p, the design76

space of the grasper made of the same filaments is spanned by the following dimensionless77

parameters: gripper filament areal density φG = r2/d2 ≪ 1, a scaled pressure p/E, and finally78

the geometric arrangement of the filaments denoted by a scalar S. Additionally, if we also vary79

the filament length, internal radius, and eccentricity, we can control l/r, δ, ǫ, and the friction80
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coefficient between the filament and target material. Finally, moving from terrestrial to aquatic81

environments, provides an additional parameter l/lg, where lg = (Er2/∆ρg)1/3 is a gravitational82

length, with ∆ρ being the difference in the density between the filament material and the ambient83

medium. Here, we will focus primarily on varying the gripper areal density of the filaments, φG,84

for simplicity, recognizing that there is a vast range of possibilities for further exploration. An85

object to be grasped, on the other hand, can be characterized by its size, RT , the topological86

complexity of its branching structure, which we capture in a simplified form using its effective87

volumetric density, φT , within a convex hull around the object, and finally its mass density,88

ρT , that determines the object weight ρTR
3

Tg. The efficacy of the gripper is a function of its89

topological and geometrical complexity as well as that of the target and is a function of these90

dimensionless parameters.91

The collective behavior of a large number of curling and twisting filaments allows them to92

entangle with a target and thus drape, cradle, or conform to it as a function of the actuation93

pressure, as shown in Fig. 1d. This further enhances the ability of an actuated array to grasp94

complex objects without perception, planning, or feedback merely as a consequence of their95

geometrically-driven collective compliance. In Fig. 1d, we show both a schematic and a96

physical realization of how an array of such filaments can be on, around, and in a range97

of target objects such as spheres, cylinders, and corals, and can grasp them via collective98

entanglement, highly compliant individually, but capable of substantial stiffness collectively99

akin to a tangled lock of hair that is much stiffer than an individual strand (32). The simplest100

grasps, as with the sphere, bear some resemblance to traditional grasping (1), whereas higher101

degrees of entanglement represent a larger departure from traditional grasping. The efficacy of102

this collective entanglement-based grasp is evident in Fig. 1e, where we show how the array can103

lift a potted plant by entangling with its complex arrangements of shoots and leaves, and how it104

can lift a starfish from the ocean floor.105

The advantages associated with using collective entanglement of structurally soft individual106

filaments eliminates the dependence on planning and perception prior to grasping. Simple107

actuation leads to robust grasping through randomly distributed soft contacts wherein no indi-108

vidual filament is critical, but they collectively work for greater cumulative engagement and109

entanglement with other filaments, the target object, or a combination of both. This strategy thus110
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works well in situations that are specifically challenging to traditional soft and rigid grasping111

strategies, e.g., in grasping of topologically complex and delicate structures ranging from fragile112

house plants to deep-sea corals, bottles, tubes, tools, and irregularly shaped toys. Furthermore,113

our strategy suggests that the notion of force closure used in deterministic grasping (3, 33) may114

be less relevant to entanglement and should be revisited in a probabilistic setting. In addition, the115

notion of static equilibrium that is necessary for stable grasping is very different for simple con-116

tacts typical of deterministic grasping compared to the present case of redundant soft distributed117

contacts.118

We evaluate the efficacy of a grasp minimally in terms of successfully lifting and moving119

an object from its initial to its final position. This requires varying the initial approach and120

interaction with a target of varying complexity, and addressing uncertainty in both these steps.121

For targets, we chose a sphere, a hollow cylinder, a torus, and a branched structure (see SI for122

details), and for trajectories we tried three natural steps: draping from the top (“top-drape”),123

draping from the side (“side-drape”), and dropping from the top (“plop”), shown in Fig. 2a.124

Examples of these tests and each of the approach trajectories are shown in the first supplemental125

video. These strategies were tested using a robot arm (UR5e, Universal Robots) with five grasp126

trials per strategy and object, with each object centered on a table below the gripper, and the127

results are shown in Figure 2b. Overall, the top-drape approach strategy had the highest success128

rate for both simple and complex objects, whereas all other approach strategies failed to grasp129

the three simplest objects. The side-drape did, however, outperform the other two trajectories in130

grasping the simple branched structures and could potentially compensate for centering errors.131

Using the top-drape as the most broadly-successful method of approach, we evaluated the132

entanglement gripper’s sensitivity to positioning errors following the methods used by Aukes133

et al. (34) and Sinatra et al. (22). Using a subset of objects (a sphere, cylinder, and branched134

structure), we performed grasps with controlled centering offsets in increments of 10mm, and135

measured the resulting grasp success rate over five trials at each location. The results of these136

experiments are shown in Figure 2c, as a function of the offset between center axis of the gripper137

and the center axis of the target object (normalized to the object radius) . Overall we found that138

complex objects are tolerant to large centering errors (see SI for additional tests and details).139

Our empirical investigation of grasping performance using non-deterministic entanglement is140
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particularly successful in grasping topologically and geometrically complex objects (10, 11)141

without the need for planning, but has trouble with simpler objects like spheres and vertical142

tubes where traditional deterministic grippers work well, e.g., the YCB object set of generally143

cylindrical, spherical, and cuboidal targets (35).144

A secure grasp must be adaptive and strong. The collective softness of the entangled145

filaments provides the former. To characterize the strength of our gripper in the top-drape mode,146

we attached an object rigidly to the frame of an Instron universal testing machine and measured147

the gripper force or entanglement force opposing object pull-out. For the same gripper with148

12 filaments and an operating pressure of 25psi (172kPa), the force-displacement curve was149

measured (see SI for details). We find that the maximum grasping forces achieved over the150

various objects was 27.6N, which is comparable to many robotic hands with soft, pneumatic151

fingers operating at similar pressures ( (17–20, 36)). While grip strength is a standard metric152

for robotic grippers, we propose that a more comprehensive metric is the toughness of a grasp153

- i.e. the energy required to break it. Grasp toughness is evaluated by the work done during a154

pull-out test, and scales with the bending energy to straighten the filaments, and also depends155

on the topological complexity of the target object and the level of entanglement. Values for156

the entangling 12-filament grasper tested in this work ranges from 10mJ for a 10cm sphere,157

to 380mJ for a simple branched structure, and 770mJ for a vertical 51mm cylinder. For158

comparison, values for the grasp toughness of recently developed soft grippers holding on to159

cylinders with diameters of 51− 76mm are 200mJ (23), 300mJ (36), and 750mJ (18) (see SI160

for details).161

To quantify the topological mechanics of robust grasping via collective filament entanglement,162

we now turn to a combination of scaling principles and numerical simulation. The characteristic163

curvature, κ, of an actuated filament subject to pressure p scales as κ ∼ p(1 − δ)2ǫ/rE and164

follows from a simple torque balance (see SI for details). For grasping in the absence of gravity165

(e.g., in an aquatic environment), the radius of curvature of a filament R ∼ κ−1 must be smaller166

than the overall size of the target RT and furthermore the length of the filament, l must satisfy167

l ≥ RT to enable distributed contact. This is a conservative estimate, since in an array of filaments168

of areal density φG, it may be possible to collectively entangle with the target since the effective169

curvature of a tangle will scale as κf(φG) where f(φG) ≥ 1 is a function that depends on the170
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details of the filament array geometry. Therefore, a simple scaling relation for entanglement171

grasping via an array of long actuated filaments is given by pRT (1− δ)2ǫf(φG)/rE ≥ 1. The172

former estimate ignores the effect of gravity and is thus valid in aquatic regimes. In terrestrial173

environments, an additional condition is that the weight of the target must be supported by the174

entanglement, so that ρTR
4

T g ≤ Er3p(1 − δ)2ǫf(φG), a scaling result that follows from the175

balance between elastic and gravitational torques. These two scaling estimates characterize the176

geometric and mechanical requirements for grasping.177

To go beyond these scaling ideas, we use numerical simulations of a director-based Cosserat178

continuum framework for slender filamentous objects (37–39) to explore the mechanics of179

rods capable of bend, twist, stretch, and shear deformation modes, all necessary to follow the180

geometrically nonlinear deformations of our elastomeric filamentous actuators. The governing181

nonlinear partial differential equations are a consequence of linear and angular momentum182

balance at each filament cross-section, taking into account internal force and torque resultants183

and external forces and torques (including inter-filament contact, friction from sliding contact,184

gravity, and internal viscous and external energy dissipation); these are then discretized and185

solved numerically (38, 39). The actuation of the filaments is replicated by introducing an186

intrinsic curvature everywhere along the length of the filaments at the instant of actuation,187

ignoring the dynamics of a propagating actuation scheme; this is tantamount to assuming that the188

actuated shape equilibrates fast relative to the dynamics of entanglement or contact creation with189

the target. In a gravitational field, where the filaments are straight and suspended from one end,190

upon actuation, the gripper filaments curl into helices, like hair, and make contact with other191

filaments and the target, leading to a soft entangled grasp. Although our simulation framework192

does not account for the effects of static friction or electrostatic forces due to charge build-up in193

sliding filaments, it is still capable of capturing the qualitative aspects of entanglement mediated194

grasping, replicating experimental observations (For details, see Supplemental Information),195

shown in Fig. 3a. We also show the ability of our simulation framework to tangle with and196

lift a branched structure using a top-drape as shown in Fig. 3a, remaining successful until the197

scaled offset is as large as 30% of the target size, a conservative estimate given that we have not198

accounted for frictional effects in the simulations. A side-by-side comparison of the experimental199

and simulated grasps are shown in Fig. 3b as well as in the second supplementary video.200
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With the ability of the simulation to capture the topological and geometric complexity of201

entanglement grasping, we turn to explore the design space around the twelve-filament prototype202

gripper in terms of a phase space that spans the ratio of the target object spatial density φT ,203

the filament spatial density φG, and a ratio of the density of the target object to that of the204

gripper. Examples of these trials with varying parameters are shown in Fig. 3d-f as well as their205

location on four planes of this phase space as shown in Fig. 3g-3j. Each point on these plots in206

Fig. 3g-f represents the results of seven trial runs of a simulated object grasp-and-pickup of an207

eight-branch structure like the one used in the physical testing (see SI for details). An individual208

trial was considered successful if the object was lifted off of the ground and remained suspended209

after 60s of the simulated time. The contour plot shows the success rate at the individual points210

and interpolates the predicted success rate between trial points using a Delaunay triangulation.211

Secure grasping of an object in both animate (human) and inanimate (robotic) settings212

requires a characterization of the size, shape, mass distribution, and stiffness of the target, and213

suggests crucial roles for perception, planning, and action with feedback. Here we demonstrate214

that an embodied solution to this problem, relying on the flexible topology and geometry215

of the grasper leads to adaptable grasping without perception, planning, or feedback. We216

instantiate this flexible grasper using an array of slender, pneumatically actuated filaments217

that can entangle, wrap, or cradle target objects via distributed soft contacts. We deploy our218

entangling filament grasper to pick up targets with a range of sizes, topological complexities,219

geometric shapes, and mechanical flexibilities and characterize its performance in terms of phase220

diagrams. These diagrams are meant to be an initial exploration of the design space of hardware221

for entanglement grasping. A scaling and computational framework for entangling thin elastic222

filaments corroborates our experimental observations and phase diagrams. All together, our223

approach to the problem of robotic grasping complements traditional solutions using graspers224

with a few degrees of freedom but complex feedback control strategies, with infinite-dimensional225

graspers that are morphologically complex but without feedback. This ability to use complex226

morphology (geometry and topology) and dynamics (physics) and simple control rather than227

anthropomorphic morphology and complex control strategies will expand the range of objects228

conducive to robotic grasping but also enable us to understand how these solutions might have229

evolved in such examples as the elephant trunk or a jelly fish ambushing its prey (27, 40).230
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Figure 1: A) Picture of an entangling filament gripper consisting of 12 hollow elastomeric

filaments in a resting state and pneumatically actuated around a house plant. B) Schematic of

filaments at ambient and increased internal pressure. B) Schematic of filaments intertwining.

Filaments start mostly straight when hanging under gravity, develop a slight curve at low

pressure, and then snap to a tightly curled shape close to the operating pressure (OP). The

operating pressure for the filaments shown in this work is approximately 25psi (172 kPa). D)

The final shape of the actuated filaments and resulting grasp is affected by object interactions.

The schematic shows unactuated and actuated states in the presence of a sphere, tube, bottle, and

artificial plant. The photos show examples of physical tests with the same objects. E) Photos

from a field test at 800m under water, demonstrating that the filaments can also be operated

hydraulically and can operate under high hydrostatic pressure. The scale bars in the images

represent 10cm.
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Figure 2: Three heuristic grasping approach trajectories were evaluated on objects of varying

complexity. a) Typical pick-and-place operations with each of the three approach trajectories are

shown, where the object’s initial pose remains constant for all tests. b) Grasps on morphologically

complex objects are very successful, particularly with a side-drape grasp. Conversely, the gripper

has a lower success rate when attempting to grasp simple objects, with only a top-drape producing

successful grasps for the three simplest objects. c) Top-drape grasps on complex objects are

robust to centering errors up to 0.5× the object diameter. The results of these experiments for

an expanded set of objects and grasp approach motions can be found in the Supplementary

Materials.
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Figure 3: Results of the simulated entanglement performance compared with physical testing

benchmarks. a) A plot of the experimental and simulated position error sensitivity while grasping

a 52g eight-branch tree test object in comparison to the results presented in Figure 2C with a

148g eight-branch tree. b,c) Examples of contact distributions when the entanglement gripper

holds an 52g eight-branch tree in a physical test (b) and simulated test (c). Contacts are indicated

and sorted by the number of contacts made by unique filaments. In both of the examples shown,

14 contacts are made with eight unique filaments from an array of 12 filaments. d,e,f) Example

simulated trials of vary target size, filament spacing, and object density. g,h,i,j) Success rates of

simulated grasp tests assuming perfect centering over the eight-branch test object with varying

gripper filament spacing, branch length, and four densities of the test object. The prototype and

object parameters used in physical testing are indicated by the white triangle.
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Figures

Figure 1

A) Picture of an entangling �lament gripper consisting of 12 hollow elastomeric �laments in a resting
state and pneumatically actuated around a house plant. B) Schematic of �laments at ambient and
increased internal pressure. B) Schematic of �laments intertwining. Filaments start mostly straight when
hanging under gravity, develop a slight curve at low pressure, and then snap to a tightly curled shape
close to the operating pressure (OP). The operating pressure for the �laments shown in this work is
approximately 25psi (172 kPa). D) The �nal shape of the actuated �laments and resulting grasp is
affected by object interactions. The schematic shows unactuated and actuated states in the presence of
a sphere, tube, bottle, and arti�cial plant. The photos show examples of physical tests with the same
objects. E) Photos from a �eld test at 800m under water, demonstrating that the �laments can also be
operated hydraulically and can operate under high hydrostatic pressure. The scale bars in the images
represent 10cm.



Figure 2

Three heuristic grasping approach trajectories were evaluated on objects of varying complexity. a)
Typical pick-and-place operations with each of the three approach trajectories are shown, where the
object’s initial pose remains constant for all tests. b) Grasps on morphologically complex objects are very
successful, particularly with a side-drape grasp. Conversely, the gripper has a lower success rate when
attempting to grasp simple objects, with only a top-drape producing successful grasps for the three
simplest objects. c) Top-drape grasps on complex objects are robust to centering errors up to 0:5x the
object diameter. The results of these experiments for an expanded set of objects and grasp approach
motions can be found in the Supplementary Materials.



Figure 3

Results of the simulated entanglement performance compared with physical testing benchmarks. a) A
plot of the experimental and simulated position error sensitivity while grasping a 52g eight-branch tree
test object in comparison to the results presented in Figure 2C with a 148g eight-branch tree. b,c)
Examples of contact distributions when the entanglement gripper holds an 52g eight-branch tree in a
physical test (b) and simulated test (c). Contacts are indicated and sorted by the number of contacts
made by unique �laments. In both of the examples shown, 14 contacts are made with eight unique
�laments from an array of 12 �laments. d,e,f) Example simulated trials of vary target size, �lament
spacing, and object density. g,h,i,j) Success rates of simulated grasp tests assuming perfect centering
over the eight-branch test object with varying gripper �lament spacing, branch length, and four densities



of the test object. The prototype and object parameters used in physical testing are indicated by the white
triangle.
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